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FULIR – Full-text Institutional Repository of the Ruđer Bošković Institute 
http://fulir.irb.hr 
FULIR is institutional repository in which RBI employees can store the full text of all types of documents produced on their scientific research (full-
text articles published in scientific journals, papers published in conference proceedings, graded papers, book chapters, monographs, various 
reports, presentations and posters presented at conferences), as well as audio-video material and original research data (datasets).  
Main goals: 
• gathering of all scientific output (published and unpublished) produced by RBI scientist allowing them self archiving of full text documents into 
the repository in accordance with the copyright  
•archiving and preservation of digital content of the RBI 
•creating a digital archive for archiving of documental and press clipping materials about the RBI 
•increasing visibility of the RBI scientific work in the worldwide scientific community 
•promoting of the OA initiative at the RBI and in Croatia 
Supports OAI 2.0 (Open Archives Protocol for Metadata Harvesting) 
Listed in OpenDOAR (Directory of Open Access Repositories) and 
ROAR (Registry of Open Access Repository) 
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Developement phases: 
• 2006 – firts project idea 
• 2007 – official support from the RBI 
• 2008 – softwers evaluation; documentary materials digitalization; photo gallery setup 
• 2009 – first Eprints implementation; configuration and adjusting of Eprints 
• 2010-2012 – work on metadata, formats, copyright issues… 
• official presentation on October 25th, 2012, during International OA Week  
Plans for the future: 
• interoperability with CROSBI database 
• education for RBI staff – how to input data 
• promotion of Open Access and self-archiving 
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